TARGI KIELCE OFFERS PARTITIONS, SCREENS AND DIVIDERS

Safe & well protected
WE OFFER PLEXIGLASS PARTITIONS AND SCREENS

We offer Plexiglass partition walls and dividers, both stationary and mobile. We make protective screens, dividers and partitions. Produced from the so-called Plexiglass, a robust and extremely durable material.

Screens - an ideal solution for shops, service points, reception desks and offices. Weather resistant and easy to clean, protect against viruses and bacteria.
Office

Elegant Plexiglass screens designed to isolate staff and customers, prevent from direct contact. Protective dividers reduce the germs spreading risks. High transparency material makes our partitions fit all kinds of interior design.
Counters

Protective screens, dividers and partitions made to measure - a perfect option for shops, service points, reception desks and offices.

The Plexiglass divider is a physical barrier which isolates staff and guards against direct virus transmission.
An effective barrier between a customer and a shop assistant.

Desk divider
Panel material – 3 mm PLEXI / tempered glass
Dimensions: 1400 mm h-750 mm

Desk divider 2
Panel material – 3 mm PLEXI / 4 mm tempered glass
Dimensions: 1000 mm h-750 mm
Dividers of transparent PMMA, Plexiglas make your meeting safe. Possible use - conferences, trade fairs and exhibitions. Partitions make restaurant and office meetings easier. Bespoke cover design and production.

Perfect transparency up to 92%
Partitions

Durable, 4mm thick Plexiglass.

A protective divider may be easily converted into an advertising board.

Plastic film filled partition
Panel material - plastic film with sealing around
Dimensions - bespoke at customer’s request
Gyms, beauty and hairdressers parlours
Exhibition stands
A large expo stand rendering
A trade fair display
Contact:

Ready-made components- sales and rental:
Artur Buras
buras.artur@targikielce.pl
606448145
Łukasz Radomski
radomski.lukasz@targikielce.pl
797339453
Albert Grabka
grabka.albert@targikielce.pl
517759558

Design - Graphics on dividers and partition elements:
Artur Świątek
swiatek.artur@targikielce.pl
698675565